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1. INTRODUCTION 
In a previous paper [l] the author treated perturbation and similarity of 
linear operators in Banach spaces using time-dependent method. The 
purpose of this paper is to treat a similar problem using stationary method 
under a different set of assumptions. In [2] Tosto Kato developed a new 
stationary method for perturbation of non-self adjoint operators in Hilbert 
spaces. The results we obtained here are generalizations of [2] to Banach 
spaces. Our generalizations are by no means trivial in spite of their formal 
resemblance to [2]. This is to be expected, since the intrinsic structure of a 
Hilbert space is so much nicer than that of a Banach space. 
Let X, Y be complex reflexive separable Banach spaces. Let T and V be 
(in general unbounded) operators in X with the resolvent set p(T) 1 Q+ = 
{z 1 Im z > 01. One asks under what assumptions will T + V be similar to T? 
Our results can be summarized as follows. All operators in this paper are 
linear operators. We assume that there exists an extension ? of T with 
p(F) 3 Q- = (z / I m z < O}. If the operator V (disturbance) can be factored 
formally as the product BA of two operators A from X to Y and B from Y to 
X, then conditions are given under which the similarity between perturbed 
operator and unperturbed one can be established. Let the Banach adjoint 
of an operator A be denoted by A’. Our fundamental assumptions are (a) 
the holomorphic functions A(p - z)-IU belongs to the Hardy class 
EP(SZ- ; Y) for each u E X and B'(T' - z)% belongs to Hg(Q+ ; Y’) for 
each v E x’, where 1 < p < co and l/p + l/q = 1; (b) the operators 
A(T - z)Bu and A(p - z')Bu are uniformly bounded for ZJ E D(B) = 
the domain of B, z E Sz, and z’ E Q- . We are then able to prove the existence 
of a certain extension T(K) of T + KBA(~(K) of T + KBA) and the similarity 
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of T(K) to T@(K) to p’> by explicitly constructing stationary wave operator 
I%‘(K) which actually implements the similarities. Finally we give applications 
to gentle perturbations (cf. Friedrichs [3], [4]) and perturbation by multi- 
plication operators. 
The author would like to thank Professor Tosio Kato of the University of 
California at Berkeley for suggesting the problem and for his many helpful 
criticisms. This work is a revision of a part of the author’s doctoral dissertation 
submitted to Berkeley. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let X’ and Y’ be the Banach duals of X and Y, respectively. The symbol 
11 ]I will denote the norms of both X, Y and their duals. The value of the 
functional f E x’ at the point x E X is denoted by (x, f). The class of all 
closed operators with domain in X and range in Y will be denoted by 6(X, Y), 
23(X, Y) stands for all bounded operators with domain the whole of X and 
range in Y. &,(X, Y) is the set of all T E 6(X, Y) with domain D(T) dense 
in X. We shall write 6(X) for 6(X, X), &,(X) for t&,(X, X) and b(X) for 
S(X, -0 
DEFINITION 2.1. We denote by s+(X) the set of all T E Es(X) such that 
the resolvent set p(T) of T contains the upper half plane Q+ = {x 1 Im z > O}. 
In the same fashion we define the class g-(X). 
Remark 2.2. We observe the following two facts. Let T E s+(X), 
A E t&(X, Y) and D(T) C D(A). Then AR(z) belongs to b(X, Y) for 
Im z > 0, where R(z) = (T - x)-l. For the operator AR(z) has its domain 
the whole of X. Further, it is easy to see that AR(z) is closed. Thus, by the 
well known closed graph theorem, AR(z) E 23(X, Y). Next, AR(z) is holo- 
morphic in the upper half plane 52, , for AR(x) = AR(i)[l + (z - i)R(a)] 
by the resolvent equation for R(z). 
We shall next introduce a notion of smoothness of an operator A E C&,(X, Y) 
with respect to a given T E g+(X). 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let T E g+(X), A E &,0(X, Y) and D(T) C D(A). A is 
said to be (T, p, +)-smooth, if the holomorphic function AR(z)u belongs to 
the Hardy class Hp(Q+ ; Y) for each u E X, 1 <p < co. In other words, 
A is (T, p, +)-smooth if there exist a constant Mu < co such that 
I m /I AR(h + in) u 11~ dh < Mw’, (1) -co 
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independent of E, for all E > 0. If A is (T, p, +)-smooth, the map 
u -+ AiP(h + i~)u, --co < h < co, defines, for each E > 0, a linear operator 
L, from X to LP(-co, CO; Y) with domain X. It can be shown easily that 
L, is closable, hence L, is bounded. Inequality (1) implies that 11 L,u jl is 
bounded in E for each UEX. It follows from the principle of uniform bounded- 
ness that 11 L, 11 < M for some constant M < co, i.e., 
(2) 
for all u E X, E > 0. 
Let II A IIh-,D,.+) be the infimum of all M satisfying (2). We define smoothness 
of an A E t&(X, Y) with repsect to T E G-(X) by an obvious change of sign 
“+” into “-” throughout Definition 2.3. In this case, we say that A is 
(T, p, -)-smooth. 
Remark 2.4. If A E &,(X, Y) is (T, p, +)-smooth, then the non- 
tangential strong limits of AR(X + ic)u exist as 6 J. 0, a.e., (almost everywhere) 
for each fixed u E X.1 We denote symbolically by AR(X + io)u its limit. 
Then AR(X + zE)u converges to AR(X + io)u as E 1 0 in the norm topology2 
of Lp( --co, co; Y). Hence we have 
s m II AR@ + ;4 u II’ c&i < II A II%-a,.+, II u I/*, for all E > 0. -cc 
Here we emphasize that the assumptions on separability and reflexivity of Y 
are not superfluous; for a discussion of these see Ryan [5]. 
DEFINITION 2.5. Let T E g+(X) and F’E g-(X). If T C p, then we say 
that the pair (T, f’) E &t(X). 
EXAMPLE 2.6. Let X = Lp(O, co), 1 < p < 00. Let D(p) = {u E X 1 u is 
absolutely continuous and its derivative u’ E X} and let 
D(T) = {u E D(p) 1 u(O) = O}. 
Define pu = --iu’ for u E D(p) and let T be the restriction of ? on D(T). 
It is well known that T E g+(X) and F’E g-(X) (cf. [7, Chapter III, 92, 
Example 2.7, p. 1451). Since T C p, we have (T, F) E g+(X). 
The following lemma will be useful in the sequel. 
1, 2 See Robert Ryan [S, Th. 3 and Th. 2, pp. 562-5651 and his comments [S, p. 5711. 
Ryan’s results are mainly concerned with HP of the disc. However, they can be proved 
for HP of the half plane by applying the technique used in Hotian [6, Chapter 81. 
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LEMMA 2.7. Let T, T,, be in c(X) with non-empty resolvent set p(T) and 
p( T,,), respectively. Let R(X) = (T - h)-l and R,,(p) = (T,, - I”)-‘. If TO C T, 
then we have for X E p(T) and p E p( TO) 
Conversely, if (3) holds for some X, p, then T,, C T. 
This lemma follows from routine arguments on resolvents and observing 
the expression (T - X){R(X) - R,(p)}(T, - p)u. However, it should be 
noted that in general the roles of R and R, in (3) can not be interchanged. 
It might be appropriate to called (3) the “mixed resolvent equation”. 
3. PRINCIPAL RESULTS 
THEOREM 3.1. Let X and Y be separable rejexive complex Banach spaces. 
Let (T p) E S+(X) with their resolvents R(z) and R(z), respectively. Let 
A E C&,(X, Y) and B E &,(Y, X). Assume that there is a numberp, 1 < p < CO, 
so that A is (T, p, -)-smooth and B’ is (T’, q, +)-smooth, l/p + l/n = 1. 
Assume in addition that there exists a constant N < CO such that 
lIAR(x)B <Nllull, for ZESZ+; (4) 
II A&) Bu II < Nil u II, for x E J?- , (5) 
for all u E D(B). Then for each complex K with 1 K ) < l/N, there exist 
T(K) E S+(X) and f’(~> E 5-(x), uniquely determined by (T, T), A and B, 
with the following properties. 
(i) A is (%), P, -) -smooth and B’ is (T(K)‘, q, +)-smooth, with 
/I A /lm~).~,-) < (1 - I K I W-l II A /I~~,~,.-) 
and 
II B’ lbw.rl,+, e (1 - I K I N-l II B’ llw,a+) . 
(ii) The pair (T(K), F(K)) E B+(X). 
(iii) The resolvents R(z, K) = (T(K) - x)-l and R(z) satisfy, for z E Q+ , 
the second resolvent equation in a generalized sense: 
R(z, K) - R(z) = -K[R(z) B] AR@, IC) = -K[@, K) B] AR(z), 
where [R(z)B] and [R(z, K)B] stand for the closures of R(x)B and R(x, K)B, 
respectively (see Remark 3.2 below). 
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(iv) R(z, K), AR(z, K), B’R(z, K)’ and [R(z, K)B] are hoZomorphic n z E L?+ 
and K jointly. 
Statements imilar to (iii) and (iv) hold with R(z) and R(z, K) replaced by 
&i(z) and &z, K), respectively for x E i2- . 
(v) T(K) 1 T + KBA, T 1 T(K) - KBA, I?(K) r) p + KBA and 
!fx II”(K) - KBA. 
(vi) There exists a non&g&r operator W(K) in s(X), which depends 
holomorphically on K, such that T(K) = W(K) TW(K)-~ and 
p(K) = w(K) pw(K)-? 
Such a W(K) is given by 
(w(K) u, v) = (U, v) + K/2& /m (A&h - io) u, B’R(X + io, K)’ v) dh (6) 
-cc 
Remark 3.2. If B’ E C&(x’, Y’) is (T’, q, +)-smooth, then the operator 
B’R(x)’ E %(X’, Y’), where R(x)’ = ((T - z)-l)’ (cf. Remark 2.2). Thus 
R(z)B C (B’R(z)‘)’ is also bounded with domain D(B). It follows that 
[R(x)B] = (B’R(z)‘)‘. In fact, let u E D(B) and v E x’. Then ([R(z) B]u, v) = 
(u, B’R(z)‘v). By continuity this last equality can be extended to all u E Y. 
Hence the assertion. 
Remark 3.3. If we assume T = p, then T(K) = I?(K). In this case, if 
A(T - x)-% E Hp(Q* ; Y) and B’(T’ - z)-lu E HQ(& ; Y’) for Im z # 0, 
l/p + l/q = 1, 1 < p < co, then two “wave operators” exist and are given 
explicitly by 
(w*(K) U, V} = (U, V) F K/hi jm (AR@ f i0) U, B’R(X F i0, K)’ V) dh 
-m 
and we have T(K) = W*(K) T@‘*(K)-‘. 
These results are almost analogous to the stationary part of [2], except 
that we allow the index p be 1 < p < cc and X, Y be Banach spaces. 
Remark 3.4. Our smoothness assumption on the disturbance forces A 
to be identically zero if the operator T has a complete set of eigenvectors. 
Hence our results are essentially concerned with the perturbation of con- 
tinuous spectrum of T (cf. [2, Remark 1.81). 
Remarks 3.5. The advantage of using a factorization BA for the 
disturbance V was first observed by J. Schwartz [8]. It proves to be very 
fruitful in several investigations on perturbation of linear operators. For 
examples see Prosser [9], Scadron, Weinberg and Wright [lo], Kato [2] and 
Kuroda [ 1 I]. 
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4. PROOF OF THEOREM 3.1 
4.1. Comtruction of T(K) and T(K) 
Since the operator AR(z)B is bounded and densely defined for all z E J2+ , 
the closure Q(z) of AR(z)B is therefore in b(Y) and, by (4) 
II QWII G N> for all z E s2, . (7) 
One can check easily (cf. [2, (2.2), p. 2631 and its proof) that 
Q(z) = 4W 4. (8) 
Since A E &,(X, Y) and Y reflexive imply that A’ E &,(Y’, X’) (see [12, 
Th. 2.11.9, p. 43]), thus the operator B’R(z)‘A’ C (AR(x)B)’ is also bounded 
and densely defined with domain D(A’). Its closure is (cf. (8) above) 
Q(z)’ = B’[R(z)‘A’]. (9) 
In view of (7), the operator (1 + KQ(z))-1 exists and belongs to b(Y) for 
IKI<l/N,z.EQ+.Letusdefine,for[KI<l/NandzEQi, 
R(Z, K) = R(Z) - K[R(z)B](l + KQ(z))-~AR(z). 
Since [R(z)B]’ = #R(z)‘, we have, by taking the adjoint of (lo), 
R(z, K)’ = R(Z)’ - K[R(z)‘A’](~ + KQ(z)‘)-%‘R(z) 
Apply A to (10) from the left and observing (8), we obtain 
AR(z, K) = AR(z) - K@z)(~ + K&(z))-’ AR(z) 
= (1 + KQ(Z))-’ AR(z). 
Similarly, we have 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
(14a) 
(15) 
B’R(z, K)’ = (1 + KQ(z)‘)-lB’R(z)’ E B(x’, y’) 
Combining (10) and (12), we get 
R(Z, K) = Ii(Z) - K[R(z)B] AR(z, K). 
In the same manner, (11) and (13) yield 
R(z, K)’ = R(z)’ - IC[R(Z)‘A’] B’R(z, K)‘. 
By taking the adjoint of (14a), one obtains 
R(z, K) = R(z) - K[R(Z, K)B] AR(z). 
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It can be shown easily that the operator R(z, K) satisfies the first resolvent 
equation 
R(d, K) - R(d’, K) = (Z’ - Z”) li(Z’, K) ft(Z”, K). (16) 
Furthermore, both R(z, K) and R(x, K)’ have nullity zero, as one can easily 
see from (14) and (14a). Since the null space of R(z, K)’ is the annihilator of the 
range of R(z, K), it follows that R(z, K) has nullity zero and dense range. 
Consequently there exists an operator T(K) E K,,(X) with resolvent R(.z, K) 
for all x E Q, . Namely T(K) E g+(X). Moreover, this T(K) is uniquely 
determined by (T, p), A and B via the conditions (i) and (iii). To see this, 
applying A to (4) from the left and observing (8) yield 
A@, K) = AR(z) - KS(Z) Al+, K), 
or AR(x, K) = (1 + KQ(z))-lAR(z). Substituting this last equality into (14), 
we see that R(x, K) coincides with (10). Hence T(K) must coincide with the 
one obtained above. 
Similarly, let Q(Z) be the closure of Afi( for x E !Z , A(Z) = (f - x)-l. 
Then &(z) E !B(Y) and is holomorphic in z E Q- . By our hypothesis (5) 
we have II &(.4I < N f or all z E sZ_ . Again using Remark 2.2 and the facts 
T C p and B’ is (T’, Q, +)-smooth we arrive at the equalities Q(Z) = 
A[l?(z)B] and Q(Z)’ = B’[k(z)‘A’] for all x E a- 
We define, for z E & and / K / < l/iv, 
&Z, K) = &TX) - ~[&(z)B](l -1 K&(Z))-lAfi(z). 
The validity of all the following expressions are shown essentially in the 
same way as that of (II),..., (16); hence we shall state them here without 
proofs. 
A&, K) = (1 + K&(Z))-’ Al?(z) E %(x, Y), (17) 
&, K) = R(Z) - K[r?(X) B] A&z, K) 
= R(x) - K[fi(Z, K) B] Al?(z). 
(18) 
Moreover there exists an operator F(K) E E,(X) with resolvent &z, K) 
for all z E 51- . The uniqueness of F(K) E S-(X) with respect to the given 
(T, rf), A and B can be proved like that of T(K). The constructions of T(K) 
and F(K) are thus completed. 
4.2. Pmof of (i) to (v) 
The equation (17) implies that D@(K)) = the range of (&(z, K)) is contained 
in D(A) for z E sZ_ . We further have 11 Afi(z, K)U /I < (1 - 1 K 1 N)-l II Afi(z)u 11. 
This shows that A is (~(K),P, -)-smooth. Likewise, using (13), we can 
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show that B’ is (T(K)‘, q, +)- smooth. This proves (i). (14) and (15) give (iii). 
The fact that operators R(z, K), A&, K) and B’R(z, K)’ are holomorphic 
in x and K jointly can be seen from (lo), (12) and (13). Statement (iv) follows. 
LEMMA 4.1. &(z, K) and R(T, K) satisfy, for x E Q,_ and 7 E 6& , the 
“mixed resolvent equation” 
&, K) - R(q K) = (z - 77) &, K) Rh K). 
The lemma follows from the defining formulas for fi(z, K) and R(v, K), 
the fact that (T, p) E g+(X) and Lemma 2.7. 
In the light of Lemma 2.7 and Lemma 4.1 we see that F’(K) r) T(K), hence 
(ii) follows. 
Finally, let u E D(T) n D(BA) and v = (7’ - Z)U, z E fi+ . Then 
R(x)v = u, hence application of (15) to v gives 
R(z, K)V = 24. - K[R(x, K)B] AU = U - K&C, K)&‘%.4. 
This implies that u E Range of R(z, K) = @T(K)) and (T(K) - z)U = 
v + KBAU = (7’ - z)u + KBAU = (T + KBA)u - zu. Hence 
T(K) 1 T + KBA. 
Similarly, by using (18), one can prove that p(K) 3 T? + KBA. Other asser- 
tions can be shown in the same way. This proves (v). 
4.3. DeJining formula for W(K) andproof of (vi) 
Remark 4.2. The fact that A is (p(K), p, -)-smooth implies for each fixed 
u E X and E > 0, A&h - ic, K)U, as a function of A, belong toL”( -‘co, co; Y). 
The nontangential strong limits of A&h - ic, K)U exist for a.e., A. We denote 
symbolically by A&h - io, K)U these limits. Then A&h - i6, K)U converges 
to Afi(h - io, K)U in the norm of LP(-CO, co; Y) as well. Similarly B’ is 
(T(K)‘, q, +)-smooth implies that B’R(/\ + ic, KYV eLq( - co, co; Y’) for 
each v E X’ and E > 0. B’R(X + k, K)‘V converges to its boundary function 
B’R(/\ + io, K)IV in the norm of L*( - co, co; Y) (cf. Remark 2.4). 
LEMMA 4.3. The non-tangential strong limits 
Q(X + io) = s - tz Q(h + ic) 
exist for almost all X. Similarly for Q(h + io)‘, &(A - io) and &(A - io)‘. 
Proof. Since X is separable, there exists a denumerable dense subset 
(xn} of X. For each fixed n, Q(x)xn is a bounded holomorphic function of 
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z E J2+ with values in Y. Hence the non-tangential strong limits Q(h $ io)x, 
exist except for a null set E, (cf. footnotes (1) and (2) which appear in 
Remark 2.4). Thus on the complement of the set E = UT1 E, , Q(z)x% have 
nontangential limits for all rz. Since the Q(z) are uniformly bounded and the 
set {x& dense in X, this result can be extended to all of X. It follows that 
Q(x) has non-tangential strong limits Q(h + io) almost everywhere /\. The 
statements about Q(x)‘, Q(z) and Q(z)’ can be proved in the same way. 
LEMMA 4.4. For a jixed u E X, set f;,(h) = A@ - ie, K)U. The function 
(E, K) +f,, EL”( -00, ~0; Y) is continuous for all E > 0 and / K j < l/N, 
and is holomorphic in K for each Jixed E >, 0. Similarly for g:,(h) = 
B’R(/\ + k, K)‘Z’, V E x’. 
The proof of this lemma is essentially the same as that for p = 2 and 
X = Hilbert space (cf. [2, p. 2641); and observing Remark 4.2 and Lemma 4.3. 
Now to define w(K), let us consider the expression 
I(u, v) = l/hi jrn (A&h - io) u, B’R(/\ + io, K)’ v) dh, 
--m 
foruEX,vEX’and/KI<l/N. 
It is clear that 
G lP7 II A ll(ff,n-) It u II II B’ IIww,a+) II v II. 
Since X is reflexive, there exists P(K) E B(X) such that I(u, v) = (P(K)u, v) 
with 
II f+)ii G II A /l@,z+) II B’ lIm~.q,+) 
G UP%l - I K I M-l II A Iltrpa.-, IIB Ilw.~.+~ . 
(19) 
Thus the operator W(K) = I + KP(K) E B(X) is well defined. Furthermore, 
since B’R(h + io, K)‘V depends holomorphically on K by Lemma 4.4, so 
does W(K). In order to see that I%‘( K iS nonSinplar, let Z(K) = 1 + KS(K), ) 
where 
(S(K) II, v) = -1j27r; siO (A&h - io, K) u, B’R(X + io)’ v) dh. 
--m 
Again S(K) and Z(K) belong to b(X) and are holomorphic in K. We further 
have the same estimate (19) for S(K). Now we claim 
LEMMA 4.5. W(K) Z(K) = Z(K) W(K) = I. 
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Proof. Let u E X and v E x’, we have 
(P(K) w 4 v> 
= <S(K) 24, P(K)’ 0) 
= -l/2+ lrn (A&L - io, K) u, B’R(p f io)’ P(K)' v) dp 
--m 
= lis( -1/2?ri) jTm (Ai?& - ic, JC) u, B’R(p + ie)’ P(K)' v) dp. 
The last step is justified because A& - ic, K)U converges to AI& - io, K)U 
in L*( -00, co; Y) and B’R(p + ) k ‘v converges to B’R(p + io)‘v in 
D-co, co; Y’) as E 1 0 by Remark 2.4. The integrand on the right is 
(A&t - ic, K) u, B’R(p + ie)’ P(K)' v) 
= (P(K)[R(~ + ic) B] A& - ic, K) u, v) 
= l/2& Jrn (Afi(h - io)[R(p + ic)B] A& - ie, K) u, B’R(/\ + io, K)‘V) dh. 
--ilt 
W<have, by Lemma 2.7 and the proof of (2.2) in [2], for each p E (-co, co), 
c>OandwEY 
A&(/\ - io)[R(p + i<) B] w 
= Ii@ A&l - iS)[R(p + ic) B] w 
= 1;~ A[@ - 2) R(p + ic) B] w 
= h(A - p - ic - 8)-l {A[@ - is) B] w - A[R(p + ic) B] w} 
= (A - p - ic)-l {&(h - io) w - Q(p + ic) wo>. 
Consequently 
(p(K) S(K), td, V) = ;A? 1/4n2 I,“, dp 1” (’ - ’ - ‘+’ 
x (A& - k, K) u, &(h - io)’ B’R(/\ + io, K)’ v) dh 
-~~,dp~~,(,l-p-ie)-l 
x <Q(P + id A&P - k, K) U, B'R@ f i0, K)‘V)dh I. 
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The integral in h for the second term in { } can be evaluated by the Cauchy 
formula in Sz, (cf. Hoffman [6, Chapter 8, pp. 123-127]), yielding 
-27ii cc 
s <Q(P + ic) A&P - 
ie, K) u, B’R(p + iE, K)’ v) dp. (20) 
-m 
As for the first term in { }, one observes that the integrand can be written 
in the form (X - p - k-l{ f(p), g(h)), where feLP(- co, CO; Y) and 
g ED-CO, co; Y’), and the kernel (h - p - k)-l is known to represent a 
bounded operator in D(--co, co) for all p, 1 <p < CO (see Titchmarsh 
[13, @lo]). Thus one can exchange the order of integration in p and h. 
Then the integral in TV can be evaluated by Cauchy formula in G- , yielding 
h-i jrn (&(A - io) A&h - 2ie, K) u, B’R(/\ + io, K)’ v) dh. (21) 
--u 
By Lemma 4.3 and Remark 2.4 the limit E 1 0 of (20) and (21) can be 
computed by going to the limit under integral signs. We therefore have 
z -l/2& jrn (&(A - io) Afi(h - io, K) u, B’R(h + io, K)’ v) dh 
-cc 
+ l/2& jrn (Q(p + io) A& - io) u, B’R(p + io, K)’ v> dp 
--3cI 
= l/hiK j/m (A&(/\ - io, K) u, (1 + KQ(X + io)‘) B’R(/\ + io, K)’ v) dh 
--oo 
-jm ((1 +&(A--io))Af?(X-io,~)u,B~R(h+io,~)~v)d~l. 
-03 
In view of equations (17) and (13), we have 
(1 + tc&(h - k)) Al@ - k, K) = AZ?@ - ie); 
and 
(1 + KQ(A + k)‘) B’R(I\ + ic, K)’ = B’R(h + ic)’ 
for all E > 0. When applied to fixed u E X and v E x’, respectively, these 
relations are valid also for their limiting values E 1 0. Thus we can write 
and 
(1 + ~&(h - io)) A&h - io, K)U = A&h - io)u; 
(1 + KQ(~ + io)‘) B’R(A + io, K)‘V = B’R(h + io)‘o. 
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m = -l/hiK (A@ - io) u, B’R(X $ io, K)’ v> dh 
-cc 
- jm (A&h - ’ 20, K) u, B’R(/\ + io)’ v) dX 
--m 1 
= -l/K{<p(K) U, V> + <S(K) ‘4 v>). 
This implies that KP(K) S(K) + P(K) + S(K) = 0; consequently F~(K) Z(K) = 
(1 + KP(K))( 1 + KS(K)) = 1. 
Z(K) W(K) = 1 can be shown similarly. 
With this nonsingular operator w(K) at our disposal, we are now in a 
position to prove 
LEMMA 4.7. T(K) = W(K) TW(K)-l Und p(K) = w(K) pw(K)-? 
Proof. It suffices to show that w(K) R(z) = R(z, K) w(K) and 
W(K) &) = &, K> W(K), 
for z E Q, and 7 E Q- . We shall only give the proof for the first equality, 
the proof for the second equality is done essentially in the same way. Let 
u E X and v E X’, we have 
(P(K) R(z) u, v) = l/2& jrn (A&h - io) R(z) u, B’R(/\ f io, K)’ v) dh. 
-cc 
Note that A& - io) R(z)u = (h - ~)-~(Al?(h - io) u - AR(z)u), for 
each fixed u E X, by Lemma 2.7. This is easily seen by first taking X - iS 
and then letting 6 JO. It follows that 
(P(K) R(z) u, v) = l/2& fm (h - z)-l (A&X - io) u, B’R(X + io, K)’ v) dh 
-m 
- l/hi jrn (A - z)-l (AR(z) u, B’R(/\ + io, K)’ v) dh. 
--m 
Computing the second term on the right by Cauchy formula in Q, and by 
noting (15) leads to the equation 
(AR(z) u, B’R(z, K)‘V) = ([R(z, K) B] AR(z)u, v) 
= -l/~(R(z, K) u - R(x) u, v). 
4=J9/32/2-9 
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Hence 
(P(K) R(z) u, V) = l/2& 1 (h - Z)-’ (A&/\ - i0) 24, B’R(h + i0, K)’ 71) dA 
+ l/d& ~9) u, v> - V@(4, u, v>. (22) 
On the other hand 
(R(z, K) p(K) 4 V> 
= (P(K) 24, R(z, K)’ V) 
- l/I&i jm - (&?(A - io) u, B’R(A f io, K)’ R(z, K)’ v) dh. 
-cc 
Note that 
B’R(h-+ io, K)‘R(z, K)‘O = B’(R(x, K) R(h f io, K))‘v 
= (z - h)-l B’(R(z, K) - R(h j- io, K))‘V 
= (z - X)-l{B’R(x, K)’ v - B’R(A + io, K)’ v>. 
Since both (.z - A)-l and (A&h - io) u, B’R(z, K)’ v) are, as functions 
of A, boundary values of functions of the Hardy class Hp(Q-), 1 <p < 00, 
it follows that 
s (z - X)-l (A&h - io) u, B’R(z, K)’ v) dh = 0. 
Consequently 
0% K) p(K) 4 V> 
= 1/2ni j (h - x)-l (A&(X - io) u, B’R(X + io, K)’ v) dA. (23) 
Equations (22) and (23) imply that 
KP(K) R(z) = K&Z, K) P(K) + R(z, K) - R(z), 
or equivalently (1 + KP(K)) R(z) = R(x, ~)(l + KP(K)). Which in turn 
implies W(K) R(x) = R(z, K) W(K). Th is p roves (vi). The proof of Theorem 
3.1 is thus completed. 
5. APPLICATIONS 
In this section we shall apply Theorem 3.1 to gentle perturbation of the 
differential operator T = -id/dx and the perturbation of T by multiplication 
operators of class L1. 
Throughout the following examples, let X = La(O, 03). Let D(F) = 
{u E X 1 u is absolutely continuous and its derivative u’ E X>, and let 
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D(T) = (U E D(F) ) u(0) = 0). Define h = -iu’ for u E D(p) and let T be 
the restriction of !i’ on D(T). We have (T, F) E ‘&(X) (see Example 2.6). 
Application 5.1. We shall first consider a simple example. Let 
V(x) ELl(0, co). 
We define A and B from X to X respectively, as the operators of multiplication 
by j I+~)jl/~ and s(x) 1 V(x)1 l/2 with the maximal domains, where s(x) = 
sign V(x). Thus BA = I’ is the operator of multiplication by V(x). 
THEOREM 5.1. Let 
Then for all complex numbers K, j K 1 < l/II V II1 , there exist operators 
T(K) 3 T + KBA and F(K) 1 T + KBA 
for which the results of Theorem 3.1 hold. 
Proof. Let &) = (F - z)-l, f or z E Q- . It is well known (cf. Kato 
[7, (6.9, p. 1751) that 
f?(z) u(x) = -i jm e-%(x + t) dt, UEX. 
0 
Since 
1 &A - k) u(x)l” = 1 jrn e-iAte-stu(x + t) dt I2 < l/2, Ij II 112, 
0 
it follows that 
jm [I V(x)I’/” I I@ - k) u(x)/]” dx < 1/2~ II V II1 II u iI2 < CO. 
0 
This means that @A - k)u E D(A) for every u E X and E > 0, i.e., 
D(A) 1 Range(g(h - k)) = D(p). Moreover we have 
m m 
zzzz 
i 1 
1 Afi(X - k) u(x)12 dx dh 
--no 0 
eciAte+ 1 V(~)ll/~ u(x + t) dt 1’ dx dX 
=j~dxj~~1-ij~ ecintecrt 1 V(X)I~‘~ u(x + t) dt I2 dh 
< 2?r 
i s 
mdx O” I %)I I u(x + t)12 dt < ~7 II V 111 II u 112, 
0 0 
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by using Fourier Plancherel theorem. It follows that A is (p, 2, -)-smooth. 
The fact B’ is (T’, 2, +)- smooth can be proved similarly with the same 
estimate. The uniform boundedness of the operators AR(z)B and Afi( 
can be established as follows. For u E D(B) and w E D(A’), we have 
I VW4 Bu, w>l = I@(4 Bu, A’+1 
< jm 1 A’w(x)J 1 i j’ eiZtBu(x - t) dt 1 dx 
0 0 
< j; I A’+)1 (j,” I Bu(x - t)l dt) dx, 
where 
R(z) u(x) = i j,” e%(x - t) dt, 
see [7, p. 1751. Since 
j” I A’44l dx = jm I ~(4l”” I WI dx < II V/l:‘2 II v II, 
0 0 
and 
jz I Bu(x - t)l dt < jm l Bu(x)l dx = jm l V(~)ll’~ l u(x)1 dx < 11 v#‘2 I/ u //, 
0 0 0 
we therefore have /I AR(z) Bu 1) < )/ V//, (/ u 11, for z E Q, . The bound of 
Afi(z x E 52- can be obtained in the same way with the same estimate. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 5.1. 
Application 5.2. Now let us consider gentle perturbation of second hind. 
Let Y = L2((0, 00) x (0, co)). Let k(x, y) be a complex valued measurable 
function on (0, co) x (0, 00) such that 
Ok0 = 
II I k(x>y)l dxdr < ~0. 
DEFINITION 5.2. Let 
D(A) = +X: j j I k(x, AI I 4r)l” dx dy < ~0 1 
and let 
D(B) = [w E Y: j [j I k(x,W2 I G,y)I dy12dx < m/e 
Define 
(4(x, Y) = I k(x, yP2 U(Y), u E D(A); 
(W(x) = j-y 0, Y> I k(x, W2 6 Y) dy, ~1 E W-0, 
where s(x, y) = sign k(x, y). 
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We see that A is an operator from X to Y and B is an operator from Y to X. 
If u E D(BA), then 
&W(x) = j 4x, Y) I 4x, Y)I”~ (Auk Y) dr 
= J‘ 4x, Y> I 4x3 Y)I U(Y) dY 
Thus the integral operator V with kernel k(x, y) is an extension of BA. 
In what follows, we shall write Au(x, y) for (Au)(x, y) and Bw(x) for 
(Bv)(x). It is known (see [l, Lemma 5.21) that A E C&(X, Y) and B E &,(Y, X). 
THEOREM 5.3. Let k(x, y) be in L’((0, 00) X (0, 00)) with 
OkI = 
ss I ktx,~)l dx dr. 
Let A and B be the operators de$ned in Definition 5.2 associated with the function 
k(x, y). Then for all complex K, 1 K 1 < l/U k 0, there exist T(K) ‘I> T + KBA 
and P(K) 3 p + KBA f or which the results of Theorem 3.1 hold. 
Proof. We can show easily that D(A) 1 D(p) as we did in the proof of 
Theorem 5.1, hence A&X - ie)u make sense for each u E X and E > 0. 
Moreover, 
I m I/ A&h - ie) u /I2 dh -co 
I A&h - ic) u(x, y)l” dx dy dh 
=s”,s,“s,I-i,, e-iAte-ct 1 k(x,y)11/2 u(y + t) dt I2 dx dy dh 
= ~~~,“dxdy]~~W 1 ~~e-‘At(-ie-Et I k(x,y)11/2u(y + t)dt rdX/ 
where 
09 X,Y) = J,” e-“t(-ie-Ct 1 k(x, y)(l12 u(y + t)) dt 
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We have, by the Fourier Plancherel theorem, 
I 
co 
--oo I cd4 x, r>l” dh = 27 jm o I - ie+ I k(x,~)l’/~ u(y + t)12 dt 
Hence 
< 277 
s p I 4x, y)l I 4~ + t)12 dt. 0 
j’l, 11 &(A - ic) u II2 dh < 2~ 1,” 1,” dx dy 1: I k(x,y)I I U(Y f 412 dt 
This means that A is (C?, 2, -) -smooth with Ij A I/lp,2,-J < 27~ Ok!. The 
assertion that B’ is (T’, 2, +)-smooth is established similarly with the same 
bound. 
Next, for each u E D(B) and v E D(A’), one has 
(AR(z) Bu, v) = (R(z) Bu, A’v) = j,” (R(z) Bu(x), A%(x)) dx. 
Hence 
IWW Bu, v>l < je I A’+)1 l R(z) Bu(x)l dx 
0 
= j,” I A’w(x)l / i 1,” eiZtBu(x - t) dt ) dx 
But 
,< jm 1 Xv(x)1 dx so 1 Bu(x - t)l dt. 
0 0 
j’ 1 Bu(x - t)/ dt < jrn I Bu(x)I dx 
0 0 
m 10 z= s Is 4x, Y) I 4x, Y)I”’ 0 0 U&Y) IdWx 
< ss l(k(x, YY I 4x, r)l dx dy < okv2 II u II, 
and 
j,” I AWY)I dy = (= I jr I k(x,y)V 4X, y) dx 1 dy 
< fS I 4x, y)P2 I v(x, y)l dx dy < OIW2 I/ w II. 
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Since D(L) is dense in Y’, it follows that /I AR(z) Bu Ij < ilk0 I/ u 11, for all 
u E D(B) and z E .Q+ . The uniform bound of AI?(z) B, z E Qsz_ can be obtained 
similarly with the same bound O&l. This completes our proof. 
Remark 5.4. We have used p = q = 2 in our examples. This is not for 
the sake of simplicity, rather it is because we have not yet succeeded in 
proving the smoothness of such A and B with respect to (T, F) by stationary 
method for general p, 1 <p < co. However, in time-dependent theory 
we have succeeded in proving the results for general p (see [ 1, 451). 
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